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ln different contexts we change the speed at which we speak.

We are likely to speak more

slowly, for example, ...

... when we are carefully explaining to someone what we want
them to do, when we are talking to a large audience, or when we

are talking about an unfamiliar or difficult topic.

We are likely to speak more
quickly, for example, ...

... in conversation, when we are talking to friends or relatives, or
when we are talking about routine or familiar topics.

In Units 5 and 5 we will introduce some of the changes in pronunciation that take place in fast
speech when compared with slow, careful speech. These include linking sounds, leaving out
sounds and changing sounds. These changes are looked at in more detail in Units 25 to 31.

Speech is broken up into units, often with a pause between them. Within these speech unlts, words are

linked together smoothly. (For more on speech units, see Unit 32.) ln fast speech in particular, these units
may be quite long and the words spoken quickly. Compare the units (marked with // below) in these

examples of slow and fast speech:

Slow speech: A nune is explaining how to make a sling:

// this goes under the arm// and then over the shoulder// all the
time// make sure you support the arml/ talk to the patient// and
find out what position// is most comfortable for them//

Fast speech: Three friends are in a Chinese restaurant:
A: // is anyone having a starter or not// or are we going

straight to the main coune//

// l'm going to go straight to the main course//

llyeahll
// but t might have an extra portion of something/i you never knod/
// do they do nice sweets here//

1/ I ttrint< it's just lychees//

// what's lychee//

// they're the funny little white ones// aren't they//

// thatt righU/ l'm not tenibly keen on them//

Listen again to some of the long units from the restaurant conversation. Notice how the words are run

together:

Because words within units are run together, it can sometimes be difficult to understand them. However,

one or more word in each unit is emphasised and may be said more clearly than othen (see also Unib 33

and 34). lt is important to focus on these, as they usually cany the most important information in the
unit. Listen to these speech units from the restaurant conversation and notice how the words with
syllables in large capital letters are emphasised:

/i 'n.l rloinct lo go \llii\l(llll lo thi: \4Alll i'our''i:l/
/r ihink it'r rLrst lvt'ill l si/

,r,'ilrev'rc ihr I[]f,lrrr, lilric l\ilillI onc:li
li rlr.rr's RlGlll/i

Ｂ

Ｃ

Ｂ

Ａ

Ｃ

Ａ
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Section A Gettrng storted

Exercises

5.1 ln which three of these situations is slow speech more likely?

1 A lecturer is giving details of timetable changes to a group of university students.
2 Two friends are discussing what they might do at the weekend.
3 You are giving directions to a stranger who has asked how to get to a local hospital.
4 A witness in a trial is explaining to a jury what she saw when a robbery was taking place.
5 A hairdresser and a customer are talking about their recent summer holidays.
6 Members of a family are having dinner and talking about what they have been doing during

the day.

5。 2
A13

Here are some long speech units taken from fast speech. Listen to each just once and try to write
down what you hear.

Exerwrc Vhat ,ak-..!.Ra...defuq..t*+xrea..ahp"at..halfl.pafr*, t'welve?

lI

2 She

not.

before.

3 They well.

late.4 As

SヽVie hows.

A14

lf you had difficulties, listen again as many times as you need, and then check your answerc in the Key.

First, listen to an extract from a business meeting. Then repeat six single speech units taken from the
discussion. lf possible, repeat them without looking at the units written out below. Try to run the
words in the unit smoothly together.

1 ll so why did you go for JensenV/
2 ll and we've done business with them beforell
3 ll and they've still got a pretty good reputation//
4 ll that the product isn't up to scratclr//
5 // they've been pretty poorll
6 ll shall I contact the lawyers about it//

Listen to these speech units taken from the same
conversation. Underline the one word, or sometimes
two words, that are emphasised in these units.

Exeuprr // to supplv the machines//

I ll but that was years agoll
2 ll btt the management hasnt changed at allll
3 ll to be honest//
4 ll we ought to be looking for a different supplier//
5 // we'll leave that to youll

Now check your answers in the Key and then say the speech units aloud. Try to run the words in the
unit smoothly together and emphasise the underlined words.

Follow up: Record yourself reading all parts ofthe busines meeting extract used in exercises 5.3 and 5.4
(or act it out in a group of three). Try to divide it into speech units as in the recording, making sure you run
the words in the units smoothly together. ln the Key you will find the extract with the speech units marked.

‖颯盪⑮

5.4
A15
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Pronunciation in slow and fast speech (2)

ln fast speech, sounds that are found in words spoken slowly may be mised out. Listen and notice how

the highlighted sounds are mised out in this conversation extract:

It occu to me that rry hadn't been in touch for ages, so I thought I oug to phonee

him.We‖ r 」u then there was a ringonthef door and there vvas.

For more details, see Units 8, 9, 29 and 30,

El o" 
."As well as sounds, syllables or whole words that we would expect to hear in slow speech may be reduced

tru?or*anr or missed out in fast speech. Listen and notice how the highlighted parts are reduced or mised out in
lor tis4eninq this convenation:

Come on, time to go. What a you looking for?

u've seen my glasses?

you lost thcm agaln

better carry on. I can't go without my glasses.

For more details, see Units 27-30.

Sounds in words may also change in fast speech compared with how they are said in slow speech or how

they are represented in dictionaries. Listen and notice how the sound /t/ changes in the highlighted parts

of this convenation:

A: lwa you to pa

B:Wh r7

A:A green

For more details, see Units 26 and 29.

It is not essential to make these changes in your own speech in order to be understood, although
they can help your speech sound more natural and fluent.

/d/ is missed out
the two /t/ sounds

merge into one

/h/ is missed out/t/ is mised out/h/ is missed out /t/ is missed out

'l' is mised out

'are' is missed out

the vowel /e/
is mised out and

the word is said with

one syllable

'it's'is reduced to /s/

'l' is missed out

'Have' is

reduced to /v/
'd' is mised out

′t′ +ん′('y')iS

mid′ t∫′(ich!)

′p′
/n/ is mised out
and /t/ is said like

before /m/

/t/ is said as a 'glottal

stop'(a sound made by stopping

the flow of air by closing the

vocal cords)

18

ヨ
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Section A Getting storted

Exerclses

Listen to these sentences as many times as you need. First you will hear them said slowly and
carefully and then at a more normalspeed for conversation. lndicate the differences you hear in the
'conversation' versions,

At9

A20

ExeuplB

1 Has he been to see you since Saturday?

2 I asked her for the best tickets they'd got left.

3 Do you mind moving along a bit?

Now check your answers in the Key.

Listen to these conversations as many times as you need and fill in the spaces. How is the
pronunciation of each missing word different from its slow form?

a'utp-aVt (orn, /t/ is uissr-d /t/ is tt^iss?-d

(liet. 
^o+ 

liw,n ou| ou4" 'Yi' 
*aan'/ay, ^, ^ ,r/ routd- you?

,Z\
rtfu is gvnouraed idt + tjt (4\ is grtanul
tkc tbt ld1t hs in !anr\

lA:Rick

doesn'

,Ar take o^e,

t 'n' is said like 'm'
\ \

B: That ..... terrible. Why

A: Maybe ..... jealous she's

2A:
B: Everyone Cathy,

A: 'S7hat time they be here?

Okay. my coat.

hat.

gloves, too.

Now check your answers in the Key.

Follow up: Record yourself saying the sentences in exercise 6.1. Fint say

them slowly and carefully, and then at normal speed. Then compare

what you said with what you heard in the recording.

do that?

so well.

∪
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play, grow, splash
Consonant clusters at the beginning of words

@p Combinations of consonant sounds (consonant clusters) can be difficult to pronounce for some
learners. English words can start with a vowel, or one, two or three consonant sounds.
Compare:

am raln cram scram

Here are the possible two-consonant clusters at the start of English words:

わ′ ′t′ ′k′ ′b′ ′d′ ′g′ ′m′ ′n′ ｒ

ｒ ′vノ ′0′ ′∫′ ′h′

+′ 1′ play × class black × glass X × fly X X ×

十′r′ pray trip crlme brown drop grow × × fry × three shrlnk X

十′W′ twins quecn × dwe‖ × X X × × X ×

+′ j′ pure tube queue beauty due X muslc nevvs v:ew X × huge

In addition, the following two-consonant clusters are possible with /s/:

slow

sphere
〃 /w/

snow /n/ lpl spot

smile star

呼2 Herearethepossibleル″θ―ιo郷οπαπ′ι′zs″s at the sta■ of English words:

′sp′ ′st′ ′sk′

十′1′ splash × ×

十′r′ spray straw screarrl

十′W′ × × squeak

十′j′ X stew skewer

〃

解

ｓｋｙ

△ Note: Some consonant clusters marked x in A and B are used in a few uncommon
words, for example schwo (the name of the sound /a0 and people's names.

In order to be understood clearly you should -
. avoid changrng a consonant in a cluster to a different consonant.

For example: saying'present' for 'pleasant' or saying 'queue' for 'crew'

. avoid leaving out one of the consonant sounds.
For example: saying'poblem' for'problem' or saying'foo' for'few'

. avoid adding an extra vowel between consonants,
For example: saying 'tewin' for 'twin' or saying 'faree' for'free'

. avoid adding an extra vowel at the beginning of the word.
For example: saying'estop' for 'stop' or saying 'escream' for'scream'

You can find more practice of consonant clusters at the beginning of words in Section E2.

Englbh Panunciotion in Use (Advonced)
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A24

Section B Pronunciation ofwords ond phroses

You will hear some short definitions. After each definition, press'pause', tick (/) the word you think
is being defined and say it aloud. When you press'play' again you will hear the correct answer.

Repeat it and then continue in the same way.

Exemu 'to cook in hot oil' nv I ffi
lstring/sting 3strainlstatn 5 slum/sum Tslip/sip 9scare/square
2 clean/queen 4 Spain/sprain 6 pain/plain 8 kick/quick 10 grass/glass

You will hear some words. After each word, press 'pause' and underline the correct definition. When
you press 'play' again you will hear the correct answer.

Erul,pm 'stray' to not leave / to move awa), from the intended route

1 to produce a continuous light / to increase in size

2 to shake with fear / a sweet food
3 to move through water lattractively thin
4 dried stalks of wheat / another word for shop
5 watery liquid in your mouth / to divide into two
6 acuivity done for enjoyment / to give money for something
7 aborder around a picture / burning gas

8 not mixed / not rich

7.131   Listen and un〔 lerline the sentence y(〕 u hear
■■ヽ .

賀ド麟 D(AMPLE The band iSn't Very pOp」a■ /]Ld=Lユ d二1鯉LК 単 コ 叩 」 笙・

l JuSt aCrOSS the rOad。 /JuSt CrOSS the rOad・

2 The cat was followng its tail./The cat was fonowing its tral.

3 Bcforc that l had tried a inotorbike。 /Bcfore that l had to ride a lnotorbike.

4 1tt Michaclヽ t、vill./1tt Michaelt to win.

5 11e tu into a decper sleep./11c i� into a deep sicep.

6 1thouまt it was a te� ble slight(=ins山 )./1thuま tit was a te�ble siま t.

7 Just blow your nosc./Just bclow your nose.

8 This onc is a pear。 /This one is spare.

NOヽA′ CheCk yOur anSWerS in the lKey.Then listen again and repeat the sentences.

7 .4 Try building words by adding consonant sounds. Start with a vowel sound, and then add one

consonant sound at a time before or after the vowel, in any order, to build new words.
(Note: (i) a consonant sound may consist of more than one letter; (ii) don't add any new vowel sounds.)

Then say aloud the words you have written. For example:

leilt ache =+ lake + flake + flakes (2 consonants before the vowel and 2 after)

lath rye + rife + rifle + trifle + trifles (2 before and 3 after)

litl: sea + seem + scheme + scream + screamed (3 before and2 after)

Now try with other vowels. You might find it helpful to use a dictionary. (Note: There is a list of
vowels on page 192.)

Follow up: Are there any consonant clusters at the beginning of words that you have special problems with?
Collect a list of words that start with these, record yourself saying them, and listen. Repeat this often.
See Unit 3, exercise 3 for an idea on how to collect words starting with a particular consonant cluster.

English Pronunc)ation in Use (Advonced) 2:
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jump, next, glimpsed
Consonant clusters at the end of words

(111ユ1・rherc are nlany lnore conibinations of consonant sounds l)ossible at the end of English words

than at the begin� ng(sce Unit 7)。 Thcre can be up to four consOnant soundsin a inal

cOnsonant cluster:

Words with¨ 2 final consonants 3 final consonants 4 final consonants

hon咀 ′st′
ju興 ′mp′

Wrap`xdわ t′

hcゃ」′u′
ncxtた st′

crLps′sps′

prottL′コQptsノ

91imp璽 ′mpst′

te�sた stS′

ftp So-. final clusters with three or four consonants can be difficult to pronounce even for native
English speakers, so in some words these are commonly simplified. For example, the middle
consonant of the clusters /kts/, /mps/, lmptl, lnts/, lndzl and /skt/ is hardly heard or sometimes
even left out (see also Unit 29A):

products + products /pmdlks/ ;'unrps + j*rrpu /dgnmps/
camped + camped lkr;mtl clients -r clients /klarents/
hands + hands lhalrrzl asked + aslrcd /olst/

Notice also:

twelfth -r twel{th ltwel0l fifths -+ fi{ths /fIOs/ or fiftk /fifs/

Leaving final consonants out of consonant clusters at the end of words can cause
misunderstanding, and you should avoid this. For example, say:

product (not: product) jump (not: jump) hand (not: hanC)

In particular, avoid leaving oat lzl or /s/ in plurals and third person singular verb forms, and ltl
or /d/ in -ed verbs and adjectives:

jobs (not jobs) sleeps (not: sleeps)

laughed (not: laughC) curved (not curvC)

Don't be tempted to add vowels to consonant clusters in order to make them easier to say, as

this can also cause misunderstanding. You should -
. avoid adding an extra vowel (usually lil or lel) between consonants:

watched (not: watchrd) health (not: healeth) dogs (not dogas)

. avoid adding an extra vowel (usually lel or lutl) at the end of the word:
last (not: laste) announce (not: announcea) attempts (not: attemptsu!)

o avoid adding an extra vowel af the end of an adjeaive, as this can sound like a

comparative form:
fast (not: faste because it sounds like 'faster')
damp (not: dampe because it sounds like'damper')

You can find more practice of consonant clusters at the end of words in Section E2.
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Section B Pronunciotion of words ond phroses

Exercises

it. i How many final consonant sounds - 1,2,3 or 4 - do the words in the box have when they are

spoken slowly and carefully? (Note that the number of consonant sounds may be different from the
number of consonant /etters.) Write the words in the appropriate row.

a€eefffs against aspects a#effipte axe catch contexts diamonds ears

earth grasped laughed ledge next risked sculpts stamps tempts touched

1 final consonant sound

2 final consonant sounds

3 final consonant sounds accewE lttts/
4 final consonant sounds at*e*Vls /mpts/

428 Now check your answers, listen and say the words.

Listen to some of the words from exercise 8.1 (in bold) used in conversation. Some final clusters are

simplified. Underline the words which are simplified and show which sound is left out or reduced.

Exeuu.ns It was a long jump, but he risked it. k (the A/ sound is left out)

He helped us a lot. (no simplification)

1 It's my turn next. 5 The question has a number of aspects.

2 It's a recording of regional accents. 6 She loved diamonds.
3 Don't forget to buy some stamps. 7 It was taken out of context.
4 I've always been against it. 8 They grasped it easily.

8.3 Listen and underline the word you hear.

A30 Exarrapr.u I accept / accepted the award gratefully.

1 I couldn't go on without more paint / pain.
2 The company has some innovative designers / designs.
3 I couldn't go faster / fast n my old car.

4 The factory makes trays / trains.
5 'We wore heavy boots with thick, ridged / rigid soles.
6 They're one of Brazil's main exports / exporters.

Ale

OA()..*
431

Anna failed her test to become a newsreader for her local English

language radio station. Look at the transcript of the news item that
she read. Then listen to the news being read clearly and correct the
words that Anna pronounced wrongly.

A

Now check your answe6 in the Key. Then read aloud the (correct) news item.

Follow up: What is the maximum number of final consonant sounds that can occur in your fint language?

o

Ｌ
ｕ

■
ヽ

“
ｔｔｔこ“

〕
』
］

一
〕

一
“

一
Ｕ

4hink
The police th,i* the rose on the south coat will be pack when

the seven Felton Pop Festival beginners neck weekend. Lass

year more than 10,000 pop fan pack into the feel where the

festival was hell. There is simpler accommodation on a nearby

farm, but most people will camper in small tense.
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